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PART I

EXECUTIVE S IMAY

1. Purpose. The purpose of this study is to assist th• Qfi e of the Deputy
Chief of Staff for Personnel (ODCSPER) in improving thbe zAn, jment of the
Permanent Change of Station (PCS) travel program. Thiý, study focuses on the
management aspects of the PCS program. Consideration was given to all
possible factors that influence the obligation and expenditure of PCS funds,
forecasting and controlling PCS moves, rate estimation and accounting for PCS
disbursements. Those personnel policies that cause a PCS move to be made were
not considered. 4,

2. Methodology. This study was accomplished by ODCSPER assisted by the US
Army Finance and Accounting Center (USAFAC), US Army Military Personnel Center t
(MILPERCEN), Office of the Comptroller of the Army (OCOA) and the Office of
the Deputy Chief of Staff fo•" Logistics (ODCSLOG). There were two separate
study groups working on the problem with ODCSPER coordinating their efforts,
Study Group A, which consisted of a representative from ODCSPER assisted by
representatives from 0005 LOG, OCUA and MILPERCEN investigated the areas of
PCS programming and budgeting, PCS assignment procedures, PCS move fotecast-
ing and the controlling &nd accounting for PCS moves. Study Group B, from
USAFAC, examined the methods for accounting for PCS expenditures. This
report does not describe all the areas investigated by both study groups but ft
outlines only the major problem areas that were identified and the recommend-
ed solutions. Where appropriate, actions that have already been taken to
help alleviate a problem are indicated.

S3. Contents of the Report. This report consists of three major parts. Part I
is this executive summary, Part II contains the report of Study Group A and

* ~Pnrf TTT irntn4,a t-hp rcrnmwt ,vP Qt..'. l'e.. U, Each part- co1ntan Its~ wn
background material, findings and recommendations. The remainder of this exec-
utive summary gives a brief description of each problem, the recommended solu-
tions and actions already initiated. A full explanation of each problem is
contained in the appropriate section of the report.

4. Major Pioblems in the System and Recommended Solutions:

a. Study Group A (Part II)
(I) Forecasting PCS Moves:

(a) Problem: The agencies/staffs responsible for ordering the PCS move-
ment of Army military personnel are unable to provide accurate short range
forecasts (0-12 months) of PCS move requirements by the categories of travel
that are required by Co'. reas to be shown in the PCS budget.
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(b) Discussion: Accurate PCS move forecasts for up to 12 months in the
fiture are required by ODCSPER for managing the PCS program during budget exec'..
tion. Because of the differences in categorizing moves used by MILPERCEN com-
pared to those categories required in the budget, MILPERCEN has been unable to
nrovide accurate short-range forecasts of PCS moves.

(c) Conclusion: A method to forecast PCS moves for up to 12 months in the
future by the categories of travel contained in the budget is required and
should be developed by the agencies/staffs responsible for ordering the PCS
movement of military personnel.

(d) Recomuendations:

i. That all agencies/staffs responsible for the PCS movement of miliuary
personnel be required to develop PCS forecasting methods and submit to ODCSPER
yearly PCS move forecasts. At a minimum these move forecasts should be updated
quarterly.

2. That MILPERCEN continue to study the feasibiLity of incorporating Liie
Movement Designator Code (MDC) into the CAP III system (and PERDIMS) and pla.- j
ing the MDC on all enlisted assignment instructions so as to be able to better
project move requirements by category of travel required in the budget.

(e) Actions Already Taken:

1. All agencies/staffs responsible for ordering the PCS movement of Army
military personnel were required to submit a best estimate FY 1976 PCS move
program on 30 June 1975, These move programs were received by ODCSPER and will
be updated on a quarterly basis. The utility of thes.Ž reports and their appli-
cation will be determined as management of the FY 76 PCS program progresses.

2 An initalt--- by k-. .Tr.DERL concerning th feasibility of incorpora-

ting the MDC into the CAP III system indicates that it would be difficult and
not very productive.

(2) Movement LVesignator Codes (MDC's)

(a) Problem: There is an unacceptably high error rate in the use of MDC's
on PCS orders.

(b) Discussion: A key element on all PCS orders is the MDC. The MDC
describes the category of travel being performed and is converted to a fiscal
code by finance personnel in order to charge the correct project number. For
officer personnel the MDC is placed on assignment instructions by the Officer
Personnel Directorate (OPD) but for enlisted personnel the MDC must be deter-
mined by the personnel who prepare the orders in the field. This has resulted
in an unacceptably high error rate in the use of MDC's on enlisted orders.

(c) Conclusion: It is necessary to reduce the error rate in the use of
MDC's on ?CS orders.

2
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(d) Recommendations:

1. That MILPERCEN continue to study the feacibility of including the MLC
on assignment instructions issued by RPD.

2. That, until such time as the MDC can be added to all aasignment in-
sr•r:ctions, commanders and inspectors general at all levels he instructc! tc
place additional emphasis on insuring that all PCS orders and aseociatei
travel and transportation documents contain the correct imJ.

(e) Actions Already Taken:

1. Publication of the importance of correct MDC's on PCS orders thr-Jujh
the MILPERCEN publications TIPS and FOCUS.

2. The subject of MDC's was placed in the Ariny Inspector Central News-
letter and inspectors will inquire into the effectiveness of managemenl
controls which govern the MDC during inspections in FY 1976 within the Limits
of available time and personnel.

3. The importance of MDC's on PCS orders was emphasized to Senior Armv
Personrel in the CSA Weekly Summry.

4. A request has been submitted to MILPERCEN to have the DA Military
Personnel Management Teams'Icheck orders issuing agencies in the field to
insure that all personnel are adhering to AR 310-10 when placing M4DC's on
PCS orders. This is scheduled to begin on 1 December 1975.

5. Chapter 4 of AR 310-10, the regulation that governs the use of 1.1
MDC, has been revised to make it easier to understand.

(3) Reporting of PCS Moves:

(a) Problem: The report of actual PCS moves execurte dur--i' cach Tionth
of a fiscal year contains inaccuracies.

(b) Discussion: ODCSPER receives a monthly report of PUS moves from
MILPERCEN called the DCSPER 118 Report. This move repott is based on Mo-vement
Designator Codes that are taken off PCS orders and placed on Departure Trans-
actions that are reported through SIDPERS. The format and methodology of ,-re-
paring this report has recently been improved but inaccuracies still exist tlht
are due primarily to incorrect MDC's being used on some PCS orders.

(c) Conclusion: Inaccuracies in the present PCS move report are due prim-
arily to inaccurate MDC's placed on PCS orders and subsequently pl=:cd on
SIDPERS departure transactions.

3
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(d) Reccumendations:

I. That MILPERCEN expand the SIDPERS edit programs to not only check Lhe
validity of MDC's placed on all departure transactions but also to check the
accuracy of the MDC's.

2. That commanders and inspectors at all levels be instructed to insure
that all PCS departure transactions are posted to SIDPERS and that they con-
tain the correct !!DC.

(4) Least Cost Moves:

(a) Problem: In general, MILPERCEW does not consider PCS costs as a
primary criterian when assigning personnel.

(b) Discussion: Consideration of "least cost" when making assignments of
officers to fill valid requisitions is considered by OPD unly in cases where
equally qualified officers are being considered for the same assignment. For
enlisted personnel, the automated assignment system (CAP III) does not contain
any provisions for considering the costs of a move when nominating personnel
to fill a valid requisition. According to EPD it would not be feasible to in-
cornorate a "least coat" consideration into the CASCADE process of CAP III.
Moreover, while least cost should be a consideration, MILPERCEN believes that
it sho'uld not rec!cve priority e'ver existing distribution considerationts.

(c) Conclusion: Consideration of "least cost" in the assignment of mili-
tary oersonnel shou-ld be given a nigher priority by all assignment managers.

(d) Recommendations:

I. That MILPERCEN give a higher priority to consideration of PCS move
costs in the assignment of all officers, WO's and enlisted personnel in grade
E-6 or higher.

2. That MILPERCEN determine the feasibility of incorporating consideration
of PCS costs into the CAP III system and subsequently into PERDIMS by 1 October
1976.

(5) Inflation
(a) Problem: That regardless of the availability of accurate and current

rate data, workload factors and move data, there will still be problems in man- 1

aging the PCS program because of inflation.

(b) Discussion: OMB Regulat.',•n A-li prohibits budgeting for inflation in
the PCS budget. Since the nation is currently going through a period of high
inflation, especially in the area of transportation costs, accurate cost and
rate data at the time of budget submission will only result in understating the
actual dollars required to execute the budget because of unprogramed cost
increases.

(c) Conclusion: Improvements in determining accurate PCS rates and moves
and in controlling PCS funds will do nothing to alleviate the most serious
problem confronting the management of the PCS program which ia inflation.



(d) Reco_ endation: That an attempt be made to change OMB's Regulation
A-11 no that the effects of inflation can be considered when preparing the
PCS badget and can be incorporated into the PCS rates.

(e) Actions Already.Taken: ODCSPER has submitted a paper to the Comptrol-
ler of the Army recommending that escalation indices to account for inflation
be developed and forwarded to OSD Comptroller for use in the future preparation
of those portions of the MPA Budget directly affected by inflationary trends
(includes PCS travel). This subject has been addressed by SECDEF and the
Director of OMB. There will be no change by 0MB io the near term.

b. Study Group B (Part III) Determination of P"S Rates and Workload
Factors:

(1) Problem: There is presently no accurate method for determining rates
and workload factors required for preparation of the PCS budget, for relating
obligations to expenditures and for monitoring the status of PCS funds expend-
ed during the budget year.

(2) Discussion: Funds for a PCS move are obligated when the member
departs his old station. Actual disbursement of funds to cover the cost ofthe move will span a period of mopths (or even years) depending on the extent
of involvement of the various entitlements. Currently there is no accurate
method available to relate expenditures to obligations or to determine accu-
rate rates and workload factors for each category of travel. The US Army
Finance and Accounting Center (USAIAC) does prepare a report (CSGPA 844),
based on a small sample of travel and transportation documents received at
the center, that attempts to provide average rates for the various categories
of travel. This report is not based on scientific sampling procedures and has
been too inaccurate to be of much use. As an interim measure, USAFAC has sub-
mitted a proposal to improve this report so as to provide accurate rates and
workload factors that can be used by ODCSPER. Additionally, USAFAC has devel-
oped a Spncept for the control of PCS disbursements that will pr'pvide a means
for associating disbursements with obligations and provide 1more accurate rate
and workload data. This proposal will require more time and resources to
implement and will require additional staffing and coordination. A complete
description of both these proposals is contained in Part III of this study and
in Annex C and Annex D.

(3) Conclusion: That there is a requirement for a system to provide
more accurate rate and workload factors and to enable ODCSPER to better relate
disbursements to obligations.

5



(4) Recommendations:

(a) That, as an interim m~asure, the present cost factor report prepared
by USAFAC be eliminated and a revised report using movement workload data
from DSSN's and disbursement dollar data from current expenditure reports be
initiated (See Annex D).

(b) That USAFAC's proposed new concept for accounting for PCS disburse-
ments, as outlined in Part III anr, Annex C be revicwe.. by all agencies invol-
ved for implementation on I Octocer 1976.

(5) Actioas Already Taken: USAFAC has been given authority to discontinue
the present inaccurate monthly cost factor report and to initiate the new
interim cost factor report (Annex D) in September 1975.

5. Summary: The current emphasis on reducing PCS costs coupled with high
rates of inflation requires that available PCS funds be well managed. The
recommendations listed in this study will improve the accuracy of the data
currently available to ODCSPER and provide additional data with which to
prepare and manage the PCS budget. This study does not address the personnel
policies that cause a PCS move to be made. The results of this study can only
be used to improve management of the PCS program within existing policies.

6
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GENERAL

1. Problem:

As the Appropriation Manager of the MPA Appropriation, The Deputy Chief of

Staff for Personnel (DCSPER) is responsible for budgeting and controlling the

Permanent Change of Station (PCS) obligations and expenditures. Liquidation
of PCS travel obligations spans a period of several months depending on the

extent of involvement of categories of entitlement. Because of the variables
of PCS travel costs, the length of time needed to complete a PCS travel action,
and the delay that occurs between the time an obligation is generated and dis-
bursement of the funds for the move is made, care must be exercised in deter-
mining the amount of funds required. Currently ODCSPER does not have the capa-
bility to match PCS disbursements to related estimated obligations. Consequently
ODCSPER cncounterG problems in accurately determining the status of PCS funds
during the fiscal year. This inability to match disbursements to individual PCS
moves make an accurate estimate of current PCS rates and rate analysis very
difficult. AddiLionally, inaccuLacie in the pesbuniel reportiLng 6ystem, errors
in the use of Movement Designator Codes on PCS orders, and the inability to
accurately forecast future PCS moves makes it difficult co estimate the status
of funds at any point in the fiscal year.
2. Background:

a. Purpose:
This section of the study was accomplished by the Office of the Deputy

Chief of Staff for Personnel, HQDA, assisted by the US Army Military Personnel
Center, OCOA and ODCSLOG. Results will be utilized by ODCSPER to assist in
establishing a more effective method of controlling PCS funds.

b. Scope:
This section of the study evaluates the current PCS Program. Considered

are all possible factors that influence the obligation and expenditure of PCS
funds to include programming, budgeting, forecasting and controlling PCS moves.
Part Ill considers the methods for controlling PCS expenditures. This study
does not consider personnel policies that cause a PCS move to be made, but only
those procedures that affect the control of PCS funds.
3. Approach to the Problem:

Initially, Study Group A examined the current system to include PCS pro-
gramming and budgeting procedures and PCS assignment and control procedures.
After an analysis of the system was completed, major problem areas were identi-
fied and examined in more detail. Many measures have already been taken or have
been initiated that have reduced the magnitude of some of the problems, or which
offer promise of providing solutions in the future. Those actions that have
already been taken or initiated are indicated in the discussion of each finding..
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DESCRIPTION OF CURRENT SYSTEM

A. PCS BUDGET PREPARATION

1. General:

The PCS budget is developed by relating anticipated move requirements for
the budget year to rates for the current fiscal year. The rates, which describe
an annual average cost per move, are adjusted to allow for known rate increases.
The rates cannot be adjusted upward for inflation or anticipated increases in
transportation costs since OMB policy prohibits budgeting for inflation. The
two fundamental steps involved in the preparation of the PCS budget are the
calculation of PCS move rates and the estimation of PCS move requirements. They
are combined to produce a budget request for PCS move money. If an amount less
than that requested is approved by Congress, rates must be applied to the ap-
proved dollar totals to calculate allowable moves within dollar constraints.
2. Estimating Move Requirements:
a. There are six caLegories of PCS tuavel which mubL be budgetLed fu:

Operational - Intra-CONUS or Intra-Overseas
Training - CONUS PCS location to PCS school ot PCS school

to CONUS PCS location
Rotational - Between CONUS and Overseas or between Oversea

Areas (involving oversea or over ocean travel)
not including accession moves to or separation
moves from overseas.

Separation - From PCS location either in OONUS or Overseas to
home of record or point of entry for separation.

Accession - From point of entry to first PCS location either
in CONUS or Overseas.

Unit - Movement as part of an organized unit move between
PCS locations.

b. The type of PCS category being estimated determines the manner in which
move requirements are calculated. At Figure I are the formulas used to calculate
move requirements for each category of travel. In general:
(1) Both accession and separation moves are based on the manpower program.
Officer gains and losses are translated directly into accession and separation
PCS moves. In order to determine the number of enlisted accession moves re-
quired, enlisted gains are reduced by the number of immediate reenlistees who
reenlist for their own position. Enlisted losses are reduced by the number of
immediate reenlistments, those discharged to accept commissions and those drop- 'I

ped from military control.
(2) Training move requirements are based on the projected training input pro-
vided by the Training Division of ODCSPER.
(3) Operational moves are estimated based on a ratio of operational moves to
marnyears experienced in previous years.
(4) Estimates of rotational moves to and from overseas are based on projected
oversea strengths and historical data on actual oversea tour lengths in the
various oversea areas. Accession moves to overseas and separation moves from
overseas are subtracted out.
(5) Unit moves are based on a unit move schedule provided by ODCSOPS.
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3. Eatimatin& Work Load Factors: Once PCS move requirements have been deter-
mined, vork load factors for the various travel entitlements (dependent travel,
shiqment of household goods, dislocation allowance, shipment of POV's, trailer
allowance and non-temporary storage) must be determined. Th- . workload
factors are based on historical data, expenditure and cost daý from USAFAC,
MAC, MSC, and MTMC and personnel surveys conducted by MILPZRCE,C. 4
4. Esti ng Rates:

a. Rates to be used in the budget are b.aed on the average rates actually
experienced in the last completed fiscal year plus aLly annLsunced and approved
rate increases. Thus, the first step in do•._ nining rates to be used in the
budget is to determine the rates experieicid in the previous fiscal year.
These rates are determined by estimating actual expenditures by category and
dividing by actual moves made for the fiscat year.

b. In estimating a.:tual expenditures by category for the previous year
certain problems are encountered. Funds for a covphe.re PCS move are obligated
at the time a member departs his old duty station fo: his new station. Because
of the time between the time a member departs or•. OS ordere until all the costs
for that move are received and paid for by the Finance Center, the total funds
expended during the life-time of the appropriatic,, (3 years) for each category
of travel are not precisely known at the time t02ý budget is being ý,repared.
Historical data on lag time between obligations .d expe.dditurea for each travel
category and for each allotment within each category are used to project expend-
itures for the life of the appropriation. This methodology fails to pick up un-
anticipated surges or increases and can cause seriour errors in the determina-
tion of actual expenditures. Expenditures are rmeceie monthly from the US Army
Finance and Accounting Center (USAFAC). The expcnditures by travel category for
each monthly period are those expenditures processed during that month by the

obligation or month the travel or service was act-taliy rendered. Expenditures
are charged against the appropriate project number aiccGrding to the Movement
Designator Code that appears on all PCS orders.

c. The number of PCS moves by category execvteu'! d;.".'ag a fiscal year is
also keyed to the MDC appearing on all PCS or'dcrs .rv •ich is reported through
SIDPERS on all departure transactions. A monthLy o if PCS moves made by
MDC is orovided to the ODCSPER (RCS DCSP'ER 118).

d. Rates for each category of travel are then determined by dividing ebti-
mated expenditures by the number of moves made (using an appropriate work load
factor where applicable).

5. Final Budget Preparation: Once move requirements, work Load factors and
rates have been estimated, they are used to determiiie the dollar amounts required
for each category of travel. These dollar amounts make up the total PCS budget
request.

II
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B. MILPERCEN PCS ASSIGNMENT PROCEDURES

1. General: This chapter briefly describes the PCS assignment procedures,
both officer and enlisted, used by MILPERCEN. In general, MILPERCEN does not
become involved in the programing and budgeting jf PCS moves. Moreover, except
for ceilings on CONLIS operational moves, MILPERCEN assignment managers are not
restricted by move ceilings or dollar constraints. Assignments are driven by
validated requirements constrained by current PCS policies.

Z. Officer Personnel:

a. Assignments of officer personnel are driven by valid requisition re-
quirements from the field. Officer assignments are essentially made manually
by Officer Personnel Directorate (OPD) assignment officers who fill valid req-
uisitions *ccording to general policy guidance. At Annex A is a brief descrip-
tion of the Officer Requisition System (0-5 and below) and OPD's stabilization
guidelines to be followed by all assignment officers.

b. Once an officer is selected to fill a valid requisition, a Request for
Orders (RFO) is sent to the losing organization with an information copy to the
gaining organization. This RPO is normally prepared approximately 3-4 months
in advance for movement to and within CONUS and appro.imately 7-8 months in
advance for oversea movement. A Movement Designator Code (MDC) is placed by
OPD on all RPO's to indicate the type of travel to be Performed and the prper
fiscal code to be charged. Assignment officers are not given any dollar run
straints to consider in making assignments. Currently ODCSPER has establil3'J
ceilings for three movement categories for FY 76. These categories are :r~o-
ing, onerational and rotational. Thus, within the general policy guidancc con-
taiaed in Annex A, which includes instructions to consider "least cost" in
assigning equally qualified personnel, assignment officers make assignments ro
fill valid requisitions without regard to budgeting constraints. However,
assignment personnel are fully aware of recent PCS funding problems and are
genuinely interested in reducing PCS moves and costs to a minimum.

3. Enlisted Personnel:

a. Enlisted personnel are assigned to fill validated requisitions. En-
listed Distribution Division, Enlisted Personnel Directorate (EPD) receives re-
quisitions monthly from major commands, edits and validates these requisition:
and enters th.m into the CAP III (Centralized Assignment Procedures) system.

b. The system:

(1) Records in a master file all requisitions for enlisted personnel.
The bulk of the requisitions are field submitted, with the remainder (called "M"
allocations) submitted by EPD wlen an individual must be reassigned but no re-
quisition exists, such as in the case of an individual returning from overseas.
The system will perform an edit of preestablished data before accepting the re-
quisition into the file.

(2) Selects enlisted personnel from the Enlisted Master File (EMP) to fill

12



these world-wide requirements. The criteria for selection are predefined by
EPD and instructions are provided to the system in the form of parameter cards.

(3) Matches available soldiers to the world-wide requirements according
*redefined criteria. These criteria are provided in the form of parameter
cards describing those personnel qualifications and other eligibility factors
that are acceotable in matching the requirements of the requisition. The re-
sult of this match produces a nomination that is provided to the 14OS manager.

(4) Posts the assignment transactions to the requisition history file
and the EHF. 7,

(5) Prepares the assignment information actions for transmission, via
AUTODIN, to the SIDPERS FACILITIES.

(6) Permits rapid changes to correspond to changing personnel requirements
and Policies. This is accomplished by permitting EPD to control the system
through a range of variables by submitting predefined conditions on parameter
cards.

c. The CAP III system can be divided into five subsystems: edit; requisi-
tion; personnel and policy preparation; assignment; and output. The key feature
of CAP III is that it permits eligible personnel to be matched to the ordered
requisitions by a computer technique called CASCADE. It is the CASCADE techni.!tue
that matches a man to a job. At Annex B is a schematic of the CASCADE process.-.

d. Regardless of the type of assignment action, the matching of indiO,\"',;
to requisitions is accomplished in the same fashion. Personnel are comparel to
the requisitions to determine if they satisfy the requirements. The personnr!
unsuccessfully matched against particular requirements are cascaded or "bump(,."
to subsequent requisitions.

e. During the cascade phase each individual's 3 position PMOS is checkod
against a block of requisitions. If there is a match, a check is made for
co mand eligibility. Following this check is a test to determine if the asset
has the special qualifications called for by the requialtion. The as.set miist
meet the three tests Just listed in order to be considered further. No points
are awarded for a successful match on these tests. They just establish the
basic eligibility.

f. Following the initial qualification tests described above, the individ-
tial is awarded a ooint score (as established by the assignment parameter cards)
which signifies the degree of match against each requisition considered. The
asset will be applied against the first requisition where a qualification on all
tests occurred. This happens regardless of point score. If another asset comes
up with a higher point score for the same requisition, the first asset is bumped
and the asset with the higher point score takes his/her place. The one that was
bumped will continue to cascade until there is another match or until no other
requisitions remain in which case ho/she becomes unused.

g. All assets are first considered for. a match in their PHOS. Any asset
that does not qualify in the preliminary tests as stated in Para 3b above and
all assets that did not match to any requisition in the primary phase are passed
through other MOS phases as designated by the sequence control parameter card.
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These are called the Secondary HOS, Substitute I level, 2 level and 3 level

phases. Any asset assigned or nominated in one phase will not be bumped

during the other phases of CASCADE'.*

h. The tests in CASCADE are as follows:
(1) 3 digit PMOS •|
(2) Assignment command No points for these
(3) Special qualifications
(4) Area of preference
(5) Sex
(6) Pay grade
(7) Category number

(8) Skill level (4th digit of MOS)

(9) Special Qualification Identifier
(10) Security clearance
(II) ETS for first termers

DEROS for AOR's
DROS for POR's

(12) Language
(13) Additional Skill Identifier
(14) Availability month

i. Parameter cards put into the system apply policies that are directed in
current regulations as well as assignment restrictions and limitations as
determined by the Director, Enlisted Personnel. Many of these restriction3
are short term and may be changed from week to week to reflect a current
situation.
J. Consideration of move costs is not a test in the CASCADE system.
k. Although personnel are matched to requisitions by nominations or projectH'n'>,
final assignments must be approved by the EPD assignment managers.
I. From one to nine nominees can be selected by the computer. The computer
normally selects only one nominee for each ascignment. Nominations are
received by assignment managers and reviewed to determine which personnel
files :re needed to complete the evaluation. If the soldier in the nominatioi
is an E-6 or higher, the manager will review the personnel file to insure
that the data on the EMF used by CAP III is the latest available. Assignment
managers will then reject or accept the nominations.

m. Once a nomination is approved, assignment instructions are passed to the
field, via AUTODIN, where by-name rosters and punch cards are prepared by
SIDPERS. The CAP III system does not place the MDC on the assignment instruc-
tions. It is the responsibility of the orders clerk at the MILPO who prepares
the PCS orders to select ard place the correct MDC on enlisted PCS orders.

14
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Forecasting PCS Moves.

a. Findings: The agencies/staffs responsible for ordering the PCS
movement of Army military personnel are unable to provide accurate short
range forecasts of PCS move requirements by categories of travel required
by Congress in the PCS budget.

b. Discussion:

(1) Long range PCS move estimates used by ODCSPER to prepare the PCS1
budget are generally good and are the best estimates available at the time
the budget is prepared. Just prior to and during execution of the budget
there is a continuing requirement to up date the PCS move projections in order
to estimate the current and year end status of PCS funds. Because PCS move
forecasting for budgetary purposes has been done by ODCSPER, MILPERCEN has not
been required to provide move forecasts. Consequently, MILPERCEN has not de-
veloped procedures for accurately forecasting up to twelve months in the
future move requirements by categories of travel contained in the budget. In
such categories as accession and separation moves, these forecasts are now
being accomplished by the Manpower Program. However, in such categories as
ouerational, training and rotational travel, MILPERCEN should develop methods
to nroject move requirements during the fiscal year. This may require certain
changes in the method of categorizing moves used by MILPERCEN in order to ad-
here to the categories of travel required by Congress in the budget. The MDC
is not used in the assignment process for enlisted personnel at EPD. Since
the MDC indicates the category of travel being performed as required in thebudget, the M4DC should be a key element in the assignment process. The CUrient [

inability of EPD to forecast PCS moves by budget category was demonstrated
during FY 75 in connection with the involuntary oversea tour extensions requir-
ed because of anticipated budgetary shortages. In order to estimate the dollar
requirements for rotational moves for the last quarter of FY 75, ODCSPER taýkod
MILPERCEN to provide estimates of the number of rotational moves to be executed
for each of the last four months of FY 75. EPD could not provide this critical
item of information primarily because CAP III.is not able to identify a rota-
tional move. Thus a message had to be dispatched to the field requesting thii .
information from the MILPO's. The information received from the MILPO's wasvery inaccurate. The fact that EPD and the MILPO's were unable to forecast

accurately the number of rotational moves to be performed only one to three
months in the future should not be considered as a condemnation of CAP III and
EPD. The system was not designed to forecast moves and in particular was not
designed to categorize moves as required in the budget.

(2) Consequently, EPD was requested to determine the feasibility of incor-
porating the MDC into the CAP III system (and subsequently into PERDIMS) so that
MDC's could be placed on all enlisted assignment instructions. The results of
their study are as follows:

15



(a) It is feasible to incoruorate into the CAP III system the capability
to machine generate and olace on all enlisted PCS assignment instructions the
aooronriste MDC but the following items should be considered before a decision
is made to do so:

1. The MDC could be generated as a result of an EPD assignment action, how-
ever, without a system change to the worldwide SIDUPES, it could not be sent to
the field. Also, a systems change would be reqti1red to rho CAP III system.

2. The CAP III Losing Comnand Assignment Information Card (AID), as shown
in Change 26 to Appendix C, AR 614-200, is filled and to include an MDC would
require the elimination of another element of date. Before any decision is
made to eliminate elements, all concerned should have an opportunity to discuss
essentiality of elements.

3. If the MDC were generated and stored on the CAP III historical file,
then a report could be produced that would provide EPD directed moves by month
by MDC. PERSINSD should be asked to provide a time estimate of programming
this logic.

(3) Additionally, MILPERMCEN indicates that:

(a) The CAP III System as presently configured cannot provide the totaL
assignments wade categorized by movement designator codes since not alt cssi-n-

ments are made via the CAP III System. The following categories of sssignwnmnts
are not included in CAP III.

1. AIT assignments.

2. Individuals assigned as non-permanent party.

3. TDY enroute to PCS and TDY pending further PCS orders.

4. ETS.

5. Retirement.

6. Individuals who are dropped from the roleo'.

7. Other assignments which, due to information errors, fail to be processed.

(b) Since CAP III is not the sole source of data required to develop a
total MDC data base, an entirely new system would he required. A feasible solu-
tion to the problem would be the utilization of SIDPERS input from the field to
an automated system. The improvement of reliability of input to SIDPERS is a
function of an edit check which should be integrated into the SIDPERS system.
However, when the large number of currently available MDC's, their multiple
application, and personnel status codes (PP, TR, ST, ES, DP, PR and the like)
are considered, an edit table could become unwieldly due to the number of "con-
ditional statements" required to pass the edit. -This emphasizes the need for a
reduction of PCS MDC's required for budget purposes. Unless early decisions
are made concerning incorporating changes into PERDDITS, it is not likely that
modification can be operational by Oct 76.

&'
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(4) As a first step in getting all distribution agencies/staffs involved
in PCS forecasting, ODCSPER required FY 76 move projections by category of
travel for each month of FY 76 to be submitted by 30 June 1.975, Although
these initial projections contain some obvious errors, the procedure was a
good initial step in getting the distribution agencies involved in the fore-
casting process.

c. Conclusion: A method to forecast PCS moves for up to 12 months in
the future by the categories of travel contained iti tho budget if rcqiired
and should be developed by the agencies/staffs responsible for ordering the
PCS movement of military person,'-:l.

d. Recommendations:

(1) That all agencies/staffs responsible for Oie PCS novement of military
personnel be required to develop PCS forecasting methcds and submit to ODCSPER
yearly PCS move forecasts. At a minimum these move forecasts should be updated
quarterly. A

(2) That A.TL.PERCFN continue to study the feasibi-lity of incorporating thc
MDC into the CAP III system (and PERDI.MS) and placing the MDC on enlisted
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assignment instructions and submit to ODCSPER a more detailed analysis of the
costs and reprogramming efforts involved and recomnendations on solving prob-
lems posed in the discussion above.

2. Movement Designator Codes

a. Findings: That there is an unacceptably high error rate in the place-
ment of MDC's on PCS orders.

b. Discussion:

(I) A key element on a PCS order is the MDC. This 4-character code is
*laced on travel and transportation documents and converted to a fiscal code
by finance personnel to charge the correct fiscal account. As such, it des-
cribes the category of travel being performed in accordance with budget re-
quirements. The MDC appearing on the PCS order is also placed on the SIDPERS
Departure Transaction when a member signs out of his old unit on PCS orders.
These departure transactions ate the basis for the PCS Move Report (DCSPER 118).
Thus, wrong MDC's on PCS orders give an incorrect picture of the number of moves
made for each category of travel and further complicate the problem of determin-
ing cost estimates and rates. Correct MDC's on PCS orders are absolutely neces-,
sary for the effective control of PCS funds and moves.

(2) For all officer PCS moves OPD places a MDC on all Request for Orders
(RFO) sent to the field. Therefore, it is a relatively easy matter to dcte>-.
mine where errors are being made in the use of MDC's on officer orders and to
,,ozrect these errors. A spot check of 185 RFO's issued by OPD in April 19i5
determined that there were 9 incorrect MDC's for an error rate of 5 percent.
This is too high but easily correctable since most of the errors were traceable
to one assignment officer. The major problem is not with officer orders but
enlisted orders. In December 1974 the Army Audit Agency (AAA) issued a report
on its audit of the MPA appropriation to include the. PCS budget. In a survey
a,- three Army installations rhe AAA audit disclosed the following errors in the
use of MDC's on PCS orders:

(a) At Fort Ord an examination of 140 PCS ordLcs disclosed that 14 to 20
percent of the orders contained MDC's citing an incorreet fiscal year. Abo'ti
one half of these errors occurred during the months of June and J,!ly.

(b) At the Presidio of San Francisco a review of PCS orders disclosed
that 16 percent of them contained incorrect MDC's. The individual's departmre
date was not being determined by using the compurntion specified in Ar 310-10.

(c) A review at the 45th Finance Section, Europe of 70 PCS orders prepared
by the Kaiserslautern Artry Regional Personnel and Administration Center and the
32d Army Air Defense Command revealed that 50 percent cited MDC's which did not
agree with the movement described in the orders. Of these, 18 Percent contain-
ed an incorrect fiscal year designator.

18



(3) The problem is in the field where an orders clerk is zesponsible
for determining what MDC must appear on enlisted orders. Admittedly,
Chapter 4 of AR 310-10, the regulation that prescribes what MDC's are to
be used, is out of necessity, complicated. Recent editing changes have
been made to clarify this regulation and these changes appear in a revised
AR 310-10 distributed to the field in the Fall of 1975. Additionally, the
following actions have been taken in an attempt to lower the error rate of
MDC's placed on PCS orders and correspondin,? transportaticn and travel do¢ci-
ments:

(a) Publicizing the importance of correct MDC's on PCS orders through
MILPERCEN publications such as TIPS and FOCUS.

(b) The subject of MDC's was placed in The Army Inspector General News-
letter and inspectors will inquire into the effectiveness of management
controls which govern the MDC during general inspections in FT 1976 within
the limits of available time and personnel.

(c) The importance of MDC's on PCS orders was emphasised to Senior Army
Personnel in the CSA Weekly Suanery.

(d) A request has been submitted to MILPERCEN to have the DA Military
Personnel Management Teams check orders issulug agencies in the fil.' LL
insure that all personnel are adhering to the provisions of AR 3lO-10 whcr
Placing MDC's on PCS orders. This will begin on 1 December 1975.

(4) The above actions should make everyone aware of the importance of
MDC's on PCS orders. Unfortunately, as long as there are new and inexperi-.
enced personnel in the field responsible for determining what MDC to place
on PCS orders there will always be errors. Therefore, what is desirable is
a system such as that used presently by OPD for officer assignments where an
MDC is placed on the enlisted assignment instructions by EPD.

c. Conclusion: There is a requirement to reduce the error rate in MDC's
appearing on PCS orders, especially on enlisted orders.

d. Renom endations:

(1) That MILPERCEN restudy the feasibility of including the MDC on
assignment instructions issued by EPD.

(2) That, until such time as the 'MC can be added to all assignment in-
structions, commanders and inspectors general at all levels should be instrLct-
ed to place edditional emphasis on insuring that all PCS orders and associated
travel and transportation documents contain the correct MDC.
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3. Reporting of PCS Moves

a. Findings: The report of actual PCS moves executed during each month
of a fiscal year (DCSPER 119 Report) has been improved within the last year
but still contains some inaccuracies.

b. Discussion:

(1) ODCSPER receives a monthly report of PCS moveq from KTT•PiRCP1N called
the DCSPER 118 Report. This move report tablatres PCS tuoves foi oftio';s ad iind
enlisted personnel by MDC and is based on departure transactions submitted
through SIDPERS.

(2) Prior to March 1975 this monthly report tabulated moves by the month

the departure transaction was received at MILPERCEN and not by month of ac-
tual departure. The average delay from the time a move occurred and the time
a departure transaction was received at MILPERCEN waet 17 days. Therefore, a
report, as of the end of a month, only picked up those moves which took place
before the 13th of the month. In March 1975 a new section was added to the
DCSPER 118 Report. In this section, moves are tabulated by month in which
the move was actually initiated. The monthly Lotalas &L updated as changes
or late transactions arrive at MILPERCEN. This new section has corrected
manty of the shortcomings of the previous report.

(3') Unfortunately, the accuracy of the repoit it; Arill no. gci, c,'s,
Jnlly In the area of accession and separation movwc. Tlis is due ,r'iiy tn,
'he fact that incorrect MDC's are being placed o0 t]Lh departure trans&:-tiowu

The problem of incorrect MDC's on PCS orders has beer, addressed above,
SIDPERS does perform an edit of the MDC's appearing on all departure trans.
actions but only checks the validity of the MDC. Recent checks of this edic
procedure discovered several minor errors which have been, or are in the
process of being corrected.

c. Conclusion: Inaccuracies in the present PCS move report are due pri-
marily to inaccurate INDC's placed on PCS orders and SIDPERS departure trans-
actions.

d. Recounr endations:

(1.) That MILPERCEN expand the SIDPERS edit programs to not only check
the validity of MDC'o placed on all departure transactions, but also to che.-c'
the accuracy of the MDC's.

(2) That commanders and inspectors general at all levels be instructed
to insure that all PCS departure transactions are posted to SIDPERS and that
they contain the correct MDC.

4. Least Cost Moves

a. Finding8: In general MILPERCEN does not consider PCS costs as a pri-
mary criterian when making assignments of personnel,
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b. Discussion:

(1) It is CA policy to consider "least cost" i'L the assignment of
military personnel. PCS costs are considered by OPD only in the assignment
of equally qualified officers to fill the same valid requisition. Generally,
EPD assignment managers do not consider PCS costs in the assignment of en-
listed personnel. EPD was asked to study the feasibility of incorporating a
"least cost" test in the CASCADE process of CAP III. VPD reported that It
would not be feasible, and highly impractical, to attempt to Incorporate a
"least cost" move consideration in the CASCADIE process for the following
reasons:

(a) All the data needed to accomplish a "least cost move" determination
are not available on the enlisted master file (EMF). The only elements
available are the number of dependents and the current location if dependents
are residing with the sponsor. One of the principal elements missing is the
designated location of dependents if they are not to accompany the soldier.
Other elements not available, but necessary for consideration are--

1. Size of household goods (HHG) shipments.

2. Destination of HHC shipments.

3. Whether or not a privately owned vehicle (POV) is to be shipped.

4. Information on the number of dependents to accompany sponsor.

5. Size of nontemporary storage.

(b) Without consideration of all of these factors, a true "least cost
move" cannot be determined since most of the cost of PCS moves is in the
movement of dependents and HHG's. C.onsideration of these factors would have
to be accomplished manually by career managers after contacting the indivi-
vidual concerned. To accomplish this would be costly in time and manpower
and is not within the capability of the career divisions as currently struc-
tured.

(c) To attempt to obtain necessary information on a one-time basis to
place it on the DBF for future consideration in the CASCADE process, would be
futile. Most soldiers cannot predetermine what action thuv will rake until
the time they receive PCS orders. Even if information were obtained, it could
ooc be kept current. Additionally, the individual soldier would not be bound
by this requirement.

(2) The above problems are formidable and appear to mitigate against con-
sidering "least cost" in the assignment of lower ranking enlisted personnel.
Since the PCS costs of lower ranking enlisted personnel are generally low
when compared to those of officers and senior NCO's, MILPERCEN could give more con-
sideration to "least cost" in assigning officers and senior NCO's since per-
scnnel files on these individuals are available to assignment managers.

21
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c. Cdnclusion: Consideration of "lease cost" in the assignment of
military personnel should be given a higher priority by all assignment
managers,

d. Recommendations:

(1) That MILPERCEN give a higher priority to consideration of PCS move
costb in the assignment of all officers, WO's mnd enlisted personnnl In
grade E-6 or higher.

(2) That MILPERCEN determine the feasibility of incorporating consid-
eration of PCS costs into the CAP III system and subsequently into PERDIMS
by I October 1976.

5. Inflation

a. Findings: That regardless of the availability of accurate and cur-
rent rate data, workload factors and move data, there will still be problems
in managing the PCS program because of inflation.

b. Discussion:

(1) OfB Regulation A-Il prohibits budgeting for inflation in thF PCS
budAct. Since the Nation is currently going through a period of high infla-
tion and cost increases, especially in the area of transportation costs, ac-
curate cost and rate data at the time of budget submission only result in
understating the actual dollars required to execrate the budget because of un-
programmed cost increases. At Figure 2 are some figures showing how infla-
tion has affected the PCS budget.
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Figure 2

Shown below are examples of how inflation has increased PCS rates:

Rate/POV % Increase
FY 71 FY 74 FY 75 FY 76 Eat FY 71 to PY 7tj

Shipment of POV $260 $360 $675 $732 182%7

Cost/Move % Increase
FY 71 FY 74 FY 75 Eat FY 76 Est FY 71 to FY 76

Shipment of HHG $ 81 $251 $303 $35' 341%
Land

Rotational Move Costs Avg Costs/Move % Increase
FY 74 FY 75 Est FY 76 Est FY 74 - FY 75

To Europe
Of ficer 2,706 4,217 4,665 56%
Enlisted 872 1,394 1,550 60%

From Europe
Officer 3,164 3,955 4,556 25%
Enliated 9S4 1,388 1,513 49%

(2) A paper wa6 submitted to the Comptroller of the Army recommendirg that
escalation indices to account for inflation be developed and forwarded to OSD
Comptroller for use in the future pzeparation of those portions of the MPA
Budget directly effected by inflationary trends (includes POS travel). The
O(UA responded that since the subject had recently been addressed at the
SECDEF/OMB Director level no further action could be taken at this time.

c. Conclusion: Improvements in determining accurate PCS rates and moves
atud In controlling PCS funds will do nothing to alleviate the most serious
problen. confronting the managemeit of the PCS program, which is inflation.

d. Recommnendation: That attempts continue to bc made to change O(MB's
Regulation A-li so that the effects of inflation can be considered when prepar-
ing the PCS budget and can be incorporated into the PCS rates.
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ABSTRACT

I. This study gives an analysis of USAFAC's accounting methods, consi-
deration of USAFAC's data processing capabilities for support of a PCS
data base, and provides a new concept for accounting for PCS Disburse-
ments which will:

a. Provide accurate cost estimates by individual PCS moves.
b. Permit periodin comparisons of estimated obligations to actual

payments.
c. Facilitate compilation and data analysis by types of PCS travel and

aging of various type of travel from date of obligation until final disburse-
ment.
2. The study identifies weaknesses in the current reporting system alld
proposes interim conceptual changes to improve the disbursement cost
reporting. The MPA-PCS Cost Factors report (PCS CSGPA844) is currently
identified as a primary source of information by DCSPER for development of
forecasts. The method by which the report is developed requires a complete
upgrading and revision of data being reported.
3. The USAFAC is identified as an agency which can adequately account for
detailed obligations and disbursements and furnish accurate financial cost
management data reports.
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PUREPSE

1. The purpose of this study is to:

a. Analyze the system by which MPA-PCS move disbursements are made
and how costs are reported to DCSPER by USAFAC current methods,

b. Provide an analysis of USAFAC data processing capabilities, and
c. Provide a concept for accounting for PCS Disbursements which will:
(1) Provide accurate cost estimates for obligations by individual PCS

move,
(2) Permit periodic (monthly) comparisons of estimated obligatious to

actual disbursement payments, and
(3) Compile data and data analysis by type of PCS travel and age
the various types of travel from date of obligation until final disburse-

ment.
2. The study focuses on the identification of new concepts for accounting
(recording and reporting) for MPA-PCS Disbursements, capabilities at
USAFAC for Computer Processing, weaknesses of current reporting system, and
where applicable, proposes management and organizational changes within
USAFAC and outside elements.
3. The study is to assist DCSPER in establishing a wsore effective method of
controlling MPA-PCS Fund&.

I2
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BACKGROUND

1. This study is conducted to provide a concept for an effecLive
system for controlling PCS obligations and expenditures, and a short
run interim improvement system.

2. Since the late 60's, a NPA-PCS Cost Factors, RCS CSGPA844 T-.port
has been compiled and submitted by USAFAC to DCSPER. This report is
based on sampling the number of moves, dollar amounts, average cost
payments, percent factor of payment and rates on five of the six allot-
ment serial numbers, and 15 of 39 sub-projects under the Project
NPA 1400 for PCS movements as set forth in AR 37-100-75, 76. The sam-
pling, however, is not developed on a statistical scientific sampling
plan and, therefore, results in inaccurate mathematical projections.
The moves, dollars and averages are not accurate cost factors for use
in forecasts.

3. T•he study considered analysib of a8t& p-L-ULLly available at
USAFAC and the consolidation of all pieces of PCS-Travel Disbursements
for Movements together into one composite system to provide accurate
cost amounts by individual PCS movement, gaining improved management
cunt):ol of the PCS portion of the HPA Appropriation.

f A
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GENERAL

To control PCS Disbursements, provide accurate cost estimates by individual
PCS moves, permit periodic (monthly) comparisons of estimated obligations
to actual disbursements, and to facilitate data analysis by types of PCS
travel with aging of various types of travel from date of obligation until
final disbursement there must be correlation of data, establishment of data
bases and a relation of costs versus benefits to the Military Personnel
Army appropriation (MPA). This study presents concepts for immediate imple..
mentation (six months to one year) plus a concept fur long range (two to
three years) implementation'in order to satisfy audit recoTmmendations and
congressional inquiries. The high level of turbulence in the active ArnIy
leads to a concern for the practicalities involved in budgeting and disburse-
ment control. Further the concept of centralization versus de-centralization
using computer capabilities and timing of source documents data processes
is of great importance to imporvements concepts. In this study the interim
concept and long range concept fall into two distinct categories. The
interim improvement r'ans follows current reporting methods and channels
with improvement to tne data furnished DCSPER at a cost to the Field DSSN's,
USAFAC DUSN's, and additional financial compilations at USAFAC. The long
range concept assigns a unique case control identifier for each individual
PCS move, provides a timing element control, and provides for 1etairlod conm-
paruison of estimated obligations to actual disburncments by t"'pL C1 tt Avl.
A rea!onable cont for accounting and reporting is anticipated by effective
c'flputLer usage at non-critical times and by use of autodin transmission of
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ANALYSIS OF METHODS USED FOR ACCOUNTING FOR PCS DISBURSEMENTS

BY USAFAC - CURRENT

1. The present accounting system for PCS Travel disbursements at USAFAC
requires:

a. Detail disbursement and accounting according to AR 37-103 and AR 37-108.
b. Summary accounting and fiitancial reporting according to DA PAM 1-12 anid

AR 37-151.
c. Cost compilation reporting from a limited examination basis using data

from internal USAFAC functions plus data from Field DSSN's.
d. Support and services function by computers and PCM equipment by

Data Processing Operations.
2. Recording is accomplished by two computer systems and a PCM servicing
system. Manual analyses and compilations of the output are required. The
current system at USAFAC provides selected movement data with related
financial data to DCSPER. The reports are in the form of formal RCS reports
and informal non-RCS reports and are developed from the following sources:

a. In House USAFAC Disbursement and Accounting Functions.
(1) Transportation Operations. The use of raw sources documents rc. J

froct field activit-ies of transportation requests (passenger transportatoil
S,;rviues) and Government Bills of Lading (freight carriers, van carriers,
mobe home payments, and personal property shipments) are the primary it).
puts for disbursement and further accounting action. These actions consist c,:

(a) Examination of Government Bills of Lading(GBL's), Government Trans-
i~nrf-Alin RPiiA?1- (TR'A)- rnDaa 4_'tt d pa,.- -u e to
fuilitary and commercial carriers and commercial contractors (vendors) for
transportation service to Department of Army, Air Force, DOD, and other
GoverDment agencies.

(b) Data Conversion from raw source supporting documents, developing
payment nd collection actions.

(c) Disbursing in accordance with AR 37-103 and expendLuie accounting
required by AR 37-108.

(d) Repout preparation (financial statements) utilizing Data Processing
Operations services.

(e) Reports to GAO, other Government agencies, and USAFAC (DA) Accountingi
Operations.

(2) Field Services Office. Performs billing examination and disbursing
aand accounting services for Second Destination Transportation functions
including MAC, MSC, MTMC (Port Handling). Prepares an inrormal report for
DCSPER on specific PCS projects. Renders reports to USAFAC (DA) Accounting
Operations and other agencies as required.

b. Cost Compilation and Reporting.
(1) Financ al Histories Operations.
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(a) Manually prepares a Cost Report (RCS CSGPA844) using the summarized
data as a basis for making projections of number of moves and dollars. This
report is prepared by:

1. Performing an examination of PCS Travel vouchers using the original
Voucher Copy from the DSSN's.

2. Performing a very limited (10%) sampling of the PCS Travel vouchers
using only one GS-4 employee for the examination and report development.

3. Extracting data from PCS DSSN vouchers and using separations lifstirgs
and The CSCAA-111 report from Trananortation Operations on very limited basis.

4. Preparing key punch cards from these vouchers and listings and coui-

piling sunmarized data pertaining to travel costs using EAM equipment.

(b) Advantages and Disadvantages of this cost reoort:

1. The only advantage of the current RCS CSGPA844 report is that cur-
rently very few resources are utilized in its development.

2. Disadvantages in the current 2rocedure and cost compilation method
are as follows:

SThe current method is untimely with a lag uf at least three ronths
after the disbursement before the RCS CSGPA844 report is submitted,

b. The methodology of sampling and projecting is invalid and not in con-
fornýity with recognized scientific sampling techniques,

c The report encompasses only 16 of the 39 sub-projects of the MPA-PCS
1400 Program.

d, The r•eport is not all inclusive of disbursements made againsc P1400
and does not depict numbers and amounts suitable for accurate forecasting.

(2) Field Services Office.

(a) Compiles data from billings of MSC, MAC and MTMC.

(b) Prepares infcrmal (Non-RCS) report for DCSPER and renders report to
CSPER on the following limited group of sub-projects:

i. For MSC the sub-projects 1419, 1449, 1479 and 1489 are reported for
current fiscal year and prior two years and one detailed by officer, dependents,
HHG and POV's.

2. For MAC the sub-nrojects 1416, 1446, 1476 and 1486 are reported.

3. For Port Handling (cargo) renort date is reported by FY on HI{G, POV.

4. Item count shows for POV's only.
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The report is prepared from data furnished by computer listings.

:) Advantages and Disadvantages of the re.gort:

The only advantage is that the data developed cause only a minor re-
a usage.

* The disadvantage of such informal reporting and accumulation of data *

at the data is untimely.

(3) Data Processing Operations.

(a) DCSLOG - Transportation Activities. Receives data from Transportation
ations concerning various types of transportation service. Data is convert-
y Transportation Operations to computer input. Data Processing Operations
;lops transportation activity reports for Military Traffic Management
send, Military Airlift Command and Director for Transportation (Army/Air
:e).

(b) In House - Accounting and Financial Management - USAFAC Data Process-
Operations. Perform* accounting recordings, checkwriting, and output
ounting reports for all the components of USAFAC. The records are on mag-
:ic tape, disc. Output is by hard copy listings, microfiche, and magnetic
,es.

(c) Summary and Consolidated Accounting and Reporting - USAFAC.

1. The Accounting Operations at USAFAC:

a. Serves as an entity responsible for departmental (DA) level account-
ig 'nd reporting.

b. Functions as servicing accounts office (01).

c. Consolidates Status of Funds and exoenditure renorts and prepares re-
juired reqorts for submission to OSD, Treasury and DA Staff.

d. Coordinates with DCSPER on reporting disbursements monthly and receives
abLiiated amounts of dollars for recording from DCSPER for the PCS travel
oortion of the HPA anorooriation.

e. Submits reports to DCSPkR for Financial Management Usage (Annex E).

2. <further information regarding current methods and documents are depict-
ed a t'Annex E.
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NEW CONCEPT FOR ACCOUNTING FOR PCS DISBURSEMENTS (ANNEM C)

1. Assumptions:

a. All travel orders will zontain a travel order number. Uniform and
consistent numbering will be used. The case number for each PCS move will
be the order number and the SSAN of the service number.

b. Obligations will be incurred by case number (AR 37-21).

c, Case numbers will be determined from order number and SSAN.

d. The PCS data base will contain the service members' identities by case
number and all segments of the PCS Disbursements relative thereto by month of
disbursement. Initial detailed obligation input may come from JUMPS departure
data and orders pertaining to accessions.

e. Multiple personnel on one order will have separate unique case numbers.

t. Group (unit) Travel will detail obligated by uase number money amount
furnished by MILPERCEN. Disbursement will cite all disbursement data at 2nd
level of MI)C by allotment serial.

g. Disbursement data will be forwarded by DSSN's on a daily basis by
AUTOTI)N citing individual case number and disbursement dollars.

hI. Disbursement data from all DSSN's and cross disbursements will be by
case ntimber and input against a Master File of PCS movements at a USAFAC
computer.

i. The maintenance of a data base and processing of input of data with
preparation of output of statistical and cost reports will be made by USAFAC
ADOE. A preliminary analysis will be made by USAFAC. Reports will be rendered
to DCSPER covering all aspects of the requirements as outlined in Annex C.

j. Field DSSNts and USAFAC DSSN will be capable of absorbing additional I
Y,,orkload at s minimiim cost to the OMA Appropriation with a direct improved
benefit to the control of PCS Funds and the MPA appropriation Program 1400
level, by DCSPER.

k. The computer processing at USAFAC will be done at a non-critical path
time of pay processing and summary financial statement processing.

2. Facts:

a. The new concept will cause impact on the Field DSSN's, USAFAC DSSN's
USAFAC Data Processing Operatlons and DA (USAFAC) Accounting Operations.

b. The new concept will furnish details of elements of costs relating to
individual PCS movements,
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3. Discussion:

a. Advantages:

(1) Improvement to the control of PCS Funds will be made on a more timely
and accurate basis.

(2) Improved forecasting for budgetary purposes can be attained.

(3) All pieces of a PCS move will be consolidated into structured actual
total cost reporting for actual disbursements.

(4) Reporting will be at a level for justification to Congress of costs
incurred, by type travel, by time period and by category of travel i.e.,
member, dependent, IfHG and by soldier rank.

b. Disadvantages:

(1) Costs to gather the information for disbursements made, develop
historical costs and keep statistical data on computer files will be incurred.
(See Figure 12 at Annex C for estimates of annual costs to implement this new
concept)

(2) Additional DSSN participation will be required to develop and trans-
mit data to USAFAC.

4. Conclusions:

a. The new concept will improve NPA-PCS Fund Control by relating each
move to actual costs.

W* A.LIe ne~w syste ofU reportVUL .ing W JA. A. . LARIIL Vý &. LWO J.ILLS l ..LA UL ýL&L. % UL J.

of P1400 PCS Funding and will reduce time lag in adjusting obligations.

c. Analysis and forecasting of needs will be enhanced by a single data
source rather than pieces from various sources.

d. The new concept will provide detailed obligations and expenditure data
identified to the individual move. This identification will:

(i) Provide accurate cost estimates for obligations by individual PCS
move.

(2) Permit periodic (monthly) comparisons of estimated obligations to
actual disbursement payments, and

(3) Permit compilation of data and data analysis by type of PCS travel
and the aging of the various types of travel from date of obligation until
final disbursement.

e. Appropriate validation of PCS travel input will be made against the
active Army pay file by comparison to the JUMPS depart PCS messages and other
files of SIDPERS and MILPERCEN.



CONCEPT FOR INTERIM IMPROVEMENT MPA-PCS COST REPORT (REVISED)

RCS CSGPA844 (ANNEX D)

I. Assumptions:

a. The current RCS CSGPA844 cost report factor based on sampling
will be eliminated.

b. Workload data cannot be included and summarized with expenditure
data through current automated accounting systems.

c. Each DSSN will be required to submit a monthly feeder report to
USAFAC reporting the number of payments that comprise MPA 1400 Program
disbursements. The count will be reported at the sub project level by allot-
ment serial numbers. USAFAC will process these reports by preparing a
keypunch card for each line item of the report. It is estimated that 10,000
cards monthly will replace thp approximately 7,500 cards used to support
the present cost factor report which DCSPER finds unsatisfactory. These
movement ',ards will be summarized monthly. This summarized workcount will
be associated with applicable disbursements at the allotment serial sub
project level and reported to DCSPER. This information will give DCSPER
up to date cost factor infcrmation for FY 76.

d. DCSPER may utilize the current financial reports from DA(USAFAC) for
expenditure and forecasting information - the CSCAA-114 report (Status of
Allocation) and its supporting detail (now furnished) and the revised
CSGPA844 cost report which will give workload aud money.
2. Facts:

a. The current KCS USGPA844 reporting is untimely, and under present
compilation and sampling methods has unreliable data.

b. The Field DSSN's and the USAFAC DSSN's will be levied to add
statistical data to a feeder reporting system.

c. The current financial reporting systems data will remain intact.
d. The adding of statistical data with dollar data on a 100% basis will

revise the report (RCS CSGPA844), and will improve timeliness of workload
and dollars for DCSPER.
3. Discussion:

e. Advantages:
(i) Combines reporting of statistical data for P1400 with financial data

in one stream of reporting on a more timely basis.
(2) Gives statistical and expenditure data at a more comparable level

by type of travel for all P1400 sub-projects.
b. Disadvantages:

(I) Creates some increased field workload in preparing feeder data to
USAFAC for vouchers processed.

(2) Creates some reprograming of automated systems (TransOps)
(3) Revises present PCM summarization procedures currently in use for

cost factcr report.
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4. Conclusions:

a. Improved timeliness of reporting could be attained over the current
cost reporting system by USAFAC.

b. Indepth detail expenditure data would be reported with additional
statistical data in one report.
5. Recommendations.

a. As an interim measure the present current cost factor report RCS
CSGPA844 procedure be eliminated.

b. A revised RCS CSGPA844 report be implemented using movement work-
load data from DSSN's and using disbursement dollar data from current ex-
penditure reports.
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ALTERNATE CONCEPT FOR INTERIM IMPROVEMENT OF COST FACTOR

REPORT RCS CSGPA844 REPORT (SAMPLING) 4

1. Assumptions:

a. USAFAC will develop an improved scientific sampling plan with a
total universe (population) of monthly number of travelers and total dollars,
monthly number of GBL's and total dollars and monthly number of MEC|ITRAM
moves and total dollars for each allotment serial number within sub-project.
From each universe develop an improved sampling plan utilizing more valid
scientific techniques.

b. From the sample, develop improved projections of average cost of
members travel., of GBL's, and of the MECHTRAM system including MAC, MSC
and MTMC and prepare the cost factor report using the current RCS CSGFA844
form.

c. Improved cost factor instructions will be developed and used.
2. Facts:

a. The current RCS CSGPA844 report is an acceptable report to DCSPER
providing the numerical data is accurate and the sampling is accomplished
at a 95% confidence level.

b. The current RCS CSGPA844 Cost Factor report Is considered unsatis-
factory because:

(1) The present sampling plan is an examination of a fixed 10% of all
PCS vouchers (800,000 series) with monthly selections made based on the last
digit. A systematic sampling plan of this nature is inaccurate because
nf t-ho nncci 61 1 4 t- it _ 4nrvA,t i ,Ar -. h4 a. A-. to -~r~A -- v -A 4 ~
arrangement of vouchers. The major areas of failure in the present systemic
examination plan are:

(2) The so called sampling is merely a 10%7 examination of total field
PCS vouchers without any confidence lcvel and not using valid sampling
techniques. A true sampling would define the area to be sampled, i.e.,
members travel, dependents travel or hcusehold goods, establish a population
for each area and a sample size necessary to establish a certain confidence
level. The present examination of 107% of the vouchers with extracted data
is not a valid indication of the distribution of data on the other 907% of
the PCS vouchers.

(3) The compilation processes introduce further error. The vouchers
comprising the 10% examination area are individually keypunched. After
total keypunching is accomplished, the EAM personnel punch a 0 to the right
of the money fieLd, and the number of payments field in an attempt to extra-
polate the 10% increment to 100%7. To this total is added the actual count
and dollars of travel separation payments from Military Payment Vouchers,
and transportation operations payments (TR's, Meal Tickets, and GBL's)
activity from the DSSN 5052 CSCAA ill. The addition of actual data to ex-
trapolated data is of highly questionable validity and leads to distortions.
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(4) The count furnished by Trans Ops on a copy of the CSCAA 111
concerning the number of TR's and GBL's paid is questionable. There
are line items on the report for which no count is shown. Therefore
doubt is cast as to the validity of other counts reflected on the CSCAA

C. Scientific sampling plans are valid for depicting accurate costs
and for projections under variable sampling plans and the use of valid
sample tables and statistical computations and evaluations.

d. Present resources could be expanded to prepare a more accurate
RCS CSGPA844 cost report within USAFAC.
3. Discussion:

a. Advantages:
(1) No new report requirement is required from the field.
(2) More accurate workload and costs could be given to DCSPER.

b. Disadvantages:
(1) Some additional resources would be required to sample properly within 11

USAFAC.
(2) Timeliness of data is subject to receipt of original vouchers from

DSSN's and processing time within USAFAC.
4. Conclusions:

a. Improved accuracy to the current cost factor reporting could be
attained.

b. No impact on field DSSN's would result from improving the present
cost factor plan.
5. Recommendations: V

a. As an alternative to consider, the current RCS CSGPA844 report
foriat 'Ve ýutLinued and improved by revising cost factor report Preparation
instructions.

b. USAFAC use a more valid scientific sampling plan.
c. USAFAC realign in house resources to develop and implement an improved

cost factor report.
d. Command emphasis be made to attain more timely receipt cf the

PCS original vouchers from the field DSSN's.
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ANALYSIS OF DATA PROCESSING CAPABILITIES AT USAFAC APPLIED TO

PROBLEMS OF CONTROLLING PCS DISBURSEMENTS

1. Capability of current equipment for recording and report purposes.

a. The capability of present computer configurations does not permit
implementation of the new long range concept (Annex C) because of current
saturation. Acquisition of the fifth UNIVAC - U - 494 will provide suf-
ficient run time to support the new concept.

b. Computer programmer and computer analyst capability exists to
implement the new long range system. This capability is subject to the
priorities of other projects and normal program maintenance.

c. The monthly computer run for the new concept could be scheduled
to run during the non critical path time frames.
2. Impact of the new long range concept.

a. The estimated computer time required by the new conceptual plan
(Annex C) is sixteen hours per month. A'maximum of a two million record
file would handle three fiscal years of active data. The data of the
three fiscal-years would require approximately eight reels of tape per

fiscal year for a total of twenty-four reels. AUTODIN time is considered
to be available.

b. The new interim system will have no computer impact. An EAM card
system will be used to summarize workload data and associate with ex-
penditures at sub project level by allotment serial number. A maximum
of 10,000 cards would need to be punched and summarized instead of the
present 7,500 cards now punched to support the present report.
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CONCLUSIONS

1. Analysis of methods used frr accounting for PCS disbursements by
USAFAC - Current.

a. Disbursing and accounting at USAFAC DSSN's in general adheres '1
to AR 37-103 and AR 37-108.

b. Summary accounting and financial reporting by DAO in general
adheres to DA PAN 1-12 and AR 37-151.

c. Cost compilation and reporting to DCSPER by the RCS CSGPA844
report has many weaknesses. Thus cost reporting must be improved as an
interim measure for improving PCS Disbursement Control.

d. The support services' computers at USAFAC are currently at saturation.
This does not permit implementation of major new applications at this time.
However, P04 service could be available for limited compilations and re-
porting in order to improve cost data reporting.
2. New Long Range Concept for PCS Disbursement Control.

a. The new long range concept will improve HPA-PCS Fund Control
by relating each move to actual costs, will improve flaws in the current
control of P1400 PCS Funding and will reduce time lag in adjusting obli-
gations.

b. Analysis and forecasting of needs will be enhanced by a single
data source rather than pieces from various sources.

c. The new concept will provide detailed obligatiors and expenditure
data identified to an individual move. This identification will:

(1) Provide accurate cost estimates for obligations by individual
PCS move.

(2) Permit periodic (monthly) comparisons of estimated obligations to
actual disbursements.

(3) Permit compilation of data and data analysis by type of PCS
travel and the aging of the various types of travel from date of obligation
until final disbursement.

d. Will have some impact on the field DSSN's, USAFAC DSSN, USAFAC Data
Processing and USAFAC Accounting Operations. . I
3. Interim Improved PCS Cost Report (Revised CSGPA844).

a. Improved timeliness of reporting will be attained over the current
cost reporting system by USAFAC by at least three months.

b. Detail dollar expenditure data would be reported with additional
statistical data in one report on a 1007 basis.

c. Will cause some impact on the field, and will cause a requirement for
some realignment of resources within USAFAC. It will not impact on data
processing service since support is by PCM.
4. Alternate Concept for Interim Improvement of Cost Factor RCS CSCPA844
report (Sampling).

a. Improved accuracy to the curT cost factor reporting could be
attained with an improvement in timelhnes in report submiss-on by one month
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by requiring more timely submission of original PCS vouchers.
b. No impact on field DSSN's would result from improving the

pre-sent cost factor compilation and reporting at USAFAC.
c. Will cause a need for some realignment of resources within USAFAC

to -ample properly.
d. Will not impact on data processing services or require additional

support by PCM.
5. Analysis of Data Processing Capabilities at USAFAC Applied to Problems
of Co-ntrol ling_ rCSDisbusements.

a. Current computer systems are saturated.
b. A fifth Univac 494 will provide capability for the new proposed

long range concept.
c. Computer analyst and programmer capability exists subject to

priorities of other projectr and program maintenance.
d. Interim system concepts will have no computer impact as EAM card

system will be used with PQ4 equipment and the impact will be only slightly
increased from what is currently being done.

I
4

A
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REC(•MMENDATIONS

1. The new proposed long range concept (Annex C) for accounting for PCS
disbursement within current programing resources be reviewed by all
agencies involved and implemented by 1 Oct 76.
2. The interim improvement system of cost reporting (Annex D) using thf,
RCS CSGPA944 number be implemented as a temporary measure to provide
number of payments in conjunction with related expenditures.
3. The current sampling report RCS CSGPA844 cost factor report be
eliminated as inadequate.
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STABILIZATION POLICIES
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DAPC--OPD-DD
MAJ Conner/325-7853
Autovon 221-7853

SUIJECT: Officer Requisition System (LTC - WO)

DISCUSSION.
1. The Officer Requisitioning System is the means used to
distribute Army personnel assets to meet the requirements of
all major commands and such other agencies or activities directly
under or dependent upon Headquarters, Department of the Army for
support. These major commands and agencies, as defined in
AR G14-185, submit requisitions direct to the Director of
Officer Personnel, USA Military Personnel Center.

2. The following system applies to most of the requisitioning
authorities. AR 614-185, which has been republished, requires
CONUS requisitions to be submitted bi-monthly for replacements
to arrive during the sixth and seventh month after submission.
Overseas requisitions are also submitted bi-monthly for replace-
ments to arrive during the tenth and eleventh month after
submission. Requisitions are validated by comparing the Pro-
jected Operating Strength to the Projected Requisitioning
Authority (PRA) for the requisition in this process. Overseas
requisitions which would cause the projected operating strength
to exceed the PRA are cancelled and the command is notified.
Those which fall within the limits of the PRA are validated to
the appropriate Officer divisions for fill. CO!UUS requi.itiors zre
processed in the same manner, however, validations are further
constrained by available officer assets. Officer divisions are
given 50 days in which to select the best qualified officer
available for assignment to fill the requisition and to transmit
a Request for Orders (RFO) to the losing command.

3. Those commands and agencies whose requisitioning procedures
differ from the one described above are specified in AR 614-185.

A-1
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DiSPOSITION FORM-[
_.For us* of this form. so. AR 340-1 s: th. Propooent ang cy The Adjutant G~ens Oflos. t

REFERENCE OR OFFICE SYMBOL SUBJEGT

DAPC-OPD-P Stabilization Guidelines

TO SEE DISTRIBUTION FROM DAPC-OPZ-A DATE CMT I

1. References: I-
a. DAPC-OPZ-A DF, subject: Stabilization Guidelines, dated 2'Apr 75, with two

inclosures.

b. DAPC-OPZ-A DF, subject: Stabilization Guidelines, dated 16 Apr 75.

c. DAPC-OPZ-A DF, subject: Monthly Report, Division-Chief Approved Except.ions to
Stabilization, dated 27 Nay 75, with two inclosures.

2. The stabilization guidelines and the exceptions to those guidelines provided by
reference La through Ic are rescinded and replaced by those at Incl 1 to this DF. A
copy of the guidelines will be furnished all action officers for use in asaigning and
couLseling members of their branch.|

3. Division Chiefs are responsible for approving tour curtailments in the 27 to 36
months time frame. Curtailments for officers with less than 27 months on station, or
who are in an AR 614-5 stabilized position will be forwarded to Chief, Officer Distri-
bution thru the distribution branch chief who supports the losing command. Curtail- ft

ments to the 36-month policy will be reported in accordance with instructions provided
in para 5 of Incl 1.

FOR THE DIRECTOR OF OFFICER PERSONNEL:
S.

4 Incl JACK M. TUMLINSON
1. Stabilization Guidelines lonel, GS
2. List of Bulk Exceptions Chief, Officer Distribution j
3. Monthly Report Format
-4- Guide for Exception Requests

DISTRIBUTION

C
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24 October 1975

STABILIZATION GUIDELINES

1. References:

a. Stabilized tour lengths for units, agencies and
activities are contained in AR 614-5. -

b. Permanent change of station policy is contained in
AR 614-6.

c. Lengths of overseas tours are specified in AR 614-30.

d. The lengths of command tours are specified in AR
600-20.

e. Oversee tour curtailment policy is contained in 01

f. 'Reassignment for cause policy is contained in 01
614-100(9).

2. General:

a. Department of Defense policy is to limit PCS moves to
those which are required.for reasons of national security or
equitable treatment of individual service members.

b. Department of the Army policy is that permanent change
of station assignments for all military personnel be authorized
only on a military necessity basis and that all nonessential
movements be eliminated.

c. The ODCSPER objective is to eliminate intra-CONUS

reassignments for career officers until they have completed
at least 36 months at one location.

d. Overseas requisitions will be validated 1AW the PRA
for each oversea co. &and.

e. CONUS requirements will be validated IAW the PRA and

projected number of officers available for CONUS assignment.

3. Guidance:

a. Personnel assigned within CONUS will not be reassigned,
either intra-CONUS or to-overseas commands, until they have
completed at least 36 months, or the greater tour lengths
specified in AR 614-5, as applicable.
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DAPC-OPD-P
SUBJECT: Stabilization Guidelines

b. CONUS requisitions, whenever possible, will be filled
by either overseas returnees, personnel completing PCS schooling,
or other must move personnel.

c. People will not be reassigned in CONUS simply because
they have completed 36 months on station or a stabilized tour.

d. When more than one person is qualified for an assign-
ment, the least cost alternative will be considered. Cost
considerations should include:

(1) "qPLrement for backfill irrespective of grade.

(2) Distance from officers' present assignment to proposed
assignment.

(3) i.Location of officers' dependentd; are dependents
authorized to move at government expense?

(4) Intention of officers' dependents to relocate to a
"designated place" if the assignment is to a short tour.

e. Reassignment of military personnel will not be made
within CONUS for the sole purpose of retirement.

f. Permanent change of station assignments based on
Sprofessional development, i.e., "neeWd" for a different assign-

ment, attendance at civil school or at service schools above
the basic level will be made, to the maximum extent, in con-
junction with completion of a standard overseas or CONUS tour
of duty. Exceptions will be made only to insure that fully
qualified personnel are selected to meet a valid requirement
and no other fully qualified officer is more available.
Paragraph 3 of basic DF applies. Assignment based solely on
"career development" will not be made.

g. Promotion, up through grade 0-6, is not a reason to
reassign individuals from one station to another prior to tour
completion.

h. Individuals rendered excess by reasons of the. following,
will be reassigned to other activities located at the same
installation or to the nearest installation capable of using the
respective skills within A •easonable J.ength of time:

(1) Unit inactivation.

(2) Base closure.
A-4
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DAPC-OPD-P

SUBJECT: Stabilization Guidelines

(3) Table of distribution changes.

(4) Reclassification or action taken to change the
occupational specialty or skill designator of an individual.

(5) Similar personnel actions.

i. Reserve officere on their initial tour of active duty,
with the exception of those assigned to short tour areas, will
serve their entire active duty tour/first tour at the same
geographic location.

J. Within PRA limits by specialty and grade, personnel
serving overseas will be encouraged to voluntarily extend tours
of duty.

k. Personnel will not be furnished assurance of an eariy
takeout or a specific time on-station.

1. Second PCS's in a fiscal year will be precluded except

as authorized in Section II, AR 614-6.

4. Exceptions:

a. Officers by branch and grade, and warrant officers by
MOS, listed at incl 2, are granted bulk exceptions from the
stabilization guidelines. Exceptions are based on normal over-

saaa requiremazts versus1TO11 .. ,....4-----W

b. The following general categories are also exempt from
the stabilization guidelines:

(1) !LttaliOn and Brigade Level commanders into command.
Subsequent assignments for battalion-level commanders in CONUS
will be at the same installation whenever possible. If reassg•n-
lent is desired after completion of battalion command and the
officer has less than 27 months on station, an excentinn.to
etabi-izat-ion policy is iequired IAW para 3, basic DF.

(2) Diviaion G-2's (MI Branch only) upon termination of
that assignment.

(3) Officers assigned to USAREC.

(4) Officers assigned to cryptologic positions (MI Branch
only).
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DAPC-OPD-P
SUBJECT: Stabilization Guidelines

(5) RA Officers upon termi4ation of initial combat arms
detail. Subsequent assignmeuts will be on the same installation
whenever possible.

(6) Top 5 percent scholars for advanced civil schooling. I

c. In addition to the exceptions noted above, Division
Chiefs may approve tour curtailments in the 27 to 36 month time
frame for all CONUS based officers who are not on stabilized

-.. urs as prescribed by AR 614-5 and are being reassigned to!

(I) Overseas. P-

(2) CONUS PCS schools.:..

f. Raports: Di|r}ions will submit a monthly report of CONUS
stabilization exceptions (tours curtailed) in the format of "
Incl 3 to DAPC-OPD-P, NLT the 5th day of each calendar month.
At inclosure 4 is a guide to assist action officers when tour
curtailment action is considered.

I
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.DAPC-OPD-P 19 November 1975I, Stabilization Guidelines
BULK STABILIZATION EXCEPTIONS Change No 2

COMMISSIONED OFFICERS AD LIEUTENANTS
AD CAPTAINS AFTER 24 MONTHS ON CONUS
STATION

WARRANT OFFICERS: MOS 223C
223D
221B
222B052A
053A
961A
982A
983A
988A
214E
214F
241E
241F
251B
251C
251D
252A
261A
262A
271A
411A
441A
631A
632A
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SAMPLE

COMBAT ARMS DIVISION

CONUS TOUR CURTAILMENTS

FOR CALENDAR MONTH JUN 75

1. Approved by Division Chief.

NUMBER OF MONTHS CURTAILED
GRADI- NUMBER CURTAILED FOR EACH CURTAILMENT

CPT 3 3 months

5 4 months

2 6 months

LT 2 5 months

8 6 months.

2. Approved by Chief Officer Distribution.

CPT 1 10 months

LT 2 .12 months

3. Bulk exceptions (applicable to WO and Company Grade Divisions
only).

LT 2 12 mouths

LIT 1 14 mouths

LT 3 15 mouths

SAMPLE



24 October 1975

ACTION OFFICER GUIDE FOR EXCEPTIONS TO STABILIZATION POLICY

1. General!

a. An exception to policy is, by definition, permission
to accomplish something contrary to policy. Normally, excep-
tions to policy are authorized only when unique circumstances
exist which do not permit accomplishment of a logical and
reasonable or compassionate objective within existing policy
guidelines. An exception should not be approved if the same
objective can reasonably be attained in another way.

b. The purpose of personnel stabilization policy is to
reduce PCS move costs and to decrease personnei turbulence.
The latter tends to be overlooked if no apparent costs are
involved.

2. The following factors should be considered when actioning
a request for exception to stabilization policy.

a. Is the real objective of the exception to fill a valid
requirement or to meet some other personnel objective?

b. Can this objective be accomplished in another way
consistent with policy?

c. Are there Any officers who are qualified and more
&vailable to meet the required reporting date?

d. If solely to fill a valid requisition, has coordination
been made tyith the distribution action off.cer concerning a
delayed fill date (allowing additional must-move officers to
be considered)?

e. Are the facts involved unique and deserving of special
consideration above that normally given to similar personnel
actions?

f. What are the PCS move and personnel turb'uleuce considera-
tions?

g. Is the recommended action fair -nd equitable to personnel
concerned?

10-
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ANNEX B

THE CAP III CASCADE PROCESS
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4. Asset 4 - Qualified and filled req 4. Bumped by better qualified
asset 5. Not qualified for req 5. Qualified and filled
req 6.

5. Asset 5 - Better qualified for req 4 than asset 4. Filled req 4.

6. Asset 6 will then be checked against req 1 and the process is

repeated thru all eligible assets. Those do not qualify or are bumped

to the end, and there are no requisitions left, will be unused and show

in the appropriate category books. In this example, we could have 6

Noram and 5 unused as the best case to no Noms and 11. unused if none

are qualified. Uaual'y there is a happy medium,

B-.
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ANNEX C

NEW LONG RANGE CONCEPT
FOR CONTROL OF PCS DETAILED

OBLIGATIONS AND EXPENDITURES
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NEW LONG RANGE CONCEPT FOR CONTROL OF PCS DETAILED OBLIGATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

GENERAL

APCS data base will be established that will contain three years of data. Each
year will be on a separate file consisting of eight reels of tape with 90,000
records per reel. The estimated size of the data base will be two million re-
cords, each record being two hundred and fifty characters in length. A unique
case number will be assigned to each PCS move. This case number will consist
of the order number and the member's SSN. The data will be placed onto the PCS
data base on a monthly basis. As the data are merged onto the data file, it
could be matched against a lookup table to compute some detailed obligations of the
PCS move. As disbursements are made, the necessary information will be trans-
mitted via AUTODIN to USAFAC at case number level from all field DSSN's to be
updated onto the PCS data file. As disbursements are made by the local DSSK's
at USAFAC, a means will be provided to extract the necessary data from such
systems as D&R, MECHTRAM, and JUMPS. Other services, such as Navy, Air Force.
and State Department, will input all disbursements through Accounting Opera-
tions at case number level. Obligations will be liquidated based on expenditure
data updated onto the data file. Depending on type of PCS move, obligations
will be adjusted to the expenditure amounts based on a time period since last
disbursement. The PCS data base will be used to provide the Department of Army
monthly statistical and cost reports. It will be necessary to instruct the
field to insure the input data will be at individual PCS level and will contain
the PCS case number, This will require that changes be made to the current in-
put to JUMPS, D&R, MECHTRAM4, and Accounting Operations expenditure systems.
PCS movement validation will be accomplished by comparrison with the JUMPS

Army-Depart PCS message file.
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NEW CONCEPTS

I. Procedures: Obligation atud Master File

a. From the order issuing activity (Centralized or Decentralized) the
PCS Travel Order will be cut I prepared).

b. The assignment of a unique case number will be developed from the order
number, order d3te, member Social Security Numbtr.

c. The detailed obligation amount may be developed from look up tables
developed from cost history and/or by the order issuing activity iniserting the
estimated obligation at sub-pc'oject and/or movement designator code level.

d. A conceptual Assumption is that a monthly detailed obligation report
(output) from the data base and/or look up Table and input data will be furnished
DCSPER at the Sub-project level.
2. Procedures: Disbursements and Master File

a. At the DSSN's when daily disbuirsements are made the disbursement docu-
ments will carry the unique case number.

b. Disbursement data including the case number will be transmitted to USAFAC
by autodin for recording against the master file to liquidate the obligation.

c. USAFAC will process the disbursement data against the master file atid the
difference between disbursements and obligated amounts will become variances on
a time basis. Deobligation may occur from the matching concept process.

d. Monthly statistical and cost reports will be prepared.
e. Summary analysis will be made by USAFAC and a report forwarded to DCSPER

giving data on obligations, disbursemetics, types of travel, time period from
obligation to liquidation of obligation and cost of individual moves by grade.

f. A further audit and analysis comparison will be available and periodically

Citation for disbursements.
g. A conceptual assumption is that monthly report data wili be available and

furnished on a timely basis at the Movement Designator Code level as well as at
the Army Management Fiscal Structure level.

h. Cost compilation will be made, aged and detailed as required by DCSPER
from data on the Master Files.

i. Files will be kept by Fiscal Year designations.

3. SuMnryn : Figures 3 through 11 give additional information on the new concept
and samples of reports that could be produced if the new long range concept were
implemented, Figure 12 contains an estixante of the costs involved to implement
this new concept.
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Provide Accurate Cost Estimates for Individual POS Moves (Program 1400)

from Field From USAFAC Componecnts
DSSN's DSSN's and DA Office
Disbursemen s Daily
Daily

Daily Atit Tae L)ISC/ CCard s

Input\
Tape,

I. By case number Molly e j.
.2. By Fiscal year /1VPCS. Mon lye

(3 yrs) CUFl

Report

Actual$

Rounded nearest $

Report is (Monthly and Cumulative)
Case NR CY, Sub-project, MDC, Allot Serial, $ Amount, NR Travelers
with summary by
FY Sub-project, MDC Serial Amt NR

See Example

Figure 5
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!1c.:,.nit Pericdic Comparisons of Estimated Obligations to Actual DisbursementS

1. By case Nr. ,--
2. By riscal 'Master \ ape/or

Year (3yrs) (PCS \ Disc
Files

91j- ion
DisbursementUnliquidated&i

Report 
I

or-s-o urnulative

By Date Date F Sub- Alot Oblg Disb Unlig
Case Nr Oblig Liq Y Project MDC er:ea! Amt Amt .r.t

with Summary Extract by
Total obligatlon/Disbursement/unliquidated by Project 1410,20,30,40,50, 60,
70, 80, and 90

See Exarple

Figure 8

*1
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Facilitate Compilation and Analysis of Data which will Show by Type PCS Travel
JLenght of Time Required to Process PCS Action From Date Obligation t.o Date Mf

"*Liquidation

q 
Master 

•CS

CPU

Timing and "

Report

11
Report is Monthly and Cumulative

By Case Date Date Elapsed Sub Alot ]
Number 9bi Li __ j Months Fro- MD.__ Serial NR

witb Summary extract by prolect 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90

See Examptle"

Figure 9 '1
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ANNEX D /

INTERIM PROPOSAL TO
IMPROVE COST REPORTING
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Interim Improvement in Cost Reporting

Reference Flow Chart attached at Figure 13.

1. The field DSSN's and USAFAC DSSN's and USAFAC DAO will continue

disbursing, accounting and reporting for dollar amounts as currently

required in AR 37-103, AR 37-108, AR 37-151 and other DA instructions

for financial dollar accountability and reporting.

2. The field DSSN's and USAFAC DSSN's will be required to furnish

(a) number of payments information by Acctg Class (sub project, allot serial)

for current fiscal year in separate feeder reporting to Financial Histories

Operations, (b) Departmental Accounting Ops will submit dollars for

c oss disbursing data to Financial Histories Ops, (c) Financial Histories

Ops will consolidate numbers (payments) and dollal s for cost reportinqg

(d) This interim system will continue to use a PCM process with minor

rnidifications to the card format, revisions to the reporting fcrmat, and

data on the report as currently used in gathering cost data for PCS.

3. USAFAC Depaitmental Accounting Ops will need to furnish a copy of

CSCAA 114 report, support data of Fund Distribution Ledger, and cumulative 1,

disbursement Open Allotment Listing for P1400 all sub projects to

Finrncial Histories Ops for consolidation as described ii 2c above.
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4. The current financial statements submitted by DAO for all the Army

wil continue to DCSPER, and a statistical and cost report for P1400

by sub-projects and allotment serial wil be submitted by Financial

Histories Ops. A reporting submission date by 30th of month following

month of disbursement by DSSN's will be used for the Statistical and

Cost Report. This report will use the current RCS CSGPA844 number

but show a revised date of I Aug 75. (See Figure 13 through 16)
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ALNNX E I

USAFAC PCS REPORTS



TYPES OF REPORTS BEING SUBMITTED BY

USAFAC FOR DCSPER MANAGEMENT USAGE

FOR P1400 PCS-MOVEMENTS

*.SCAA 114 Status of Allocation Current Fiscal Year

2. Fund Distribution Ledger Current Fiscal Year (Supports CSCAA 114)

3. Cumulative Disbursements Open Allotment Status (Support CSCAA 114)

4. CSCAA 1'9--2 Summary of Intercommand Financial Activity

Note: This report (one copy) from accounts offices is by
particular DSSN and the copy received at USAFAC is

forwarded to DCSPER

5. RCS.-CSGPA 844 POS cost factors - accession project 1411, 1412, 1413;
Training project 1421, 1422; Operation 1431, 32;

To overseas 1441, 1442; From overseas 1443, 1444;
Separation 1471, 1472, 1473, Reenlistment 1474

6. Non RCS Informal MAC, MEC, MTMC report - Projects 1416, 1419, 1449,
1479, 1489, 1446, 1476, 1486

TYPES OF REPORIS BEING SUBMITTED BY DCSPER

FOR JSAFAC ACCOUNTING USAGE

1. CSCFA 216 Status of allotment by B dget Program/Project/Subproject

AM!



1N FINANCIAL HISTORIES OPERATIONS IN. FELD.SERV.IES, Q1.I_
From ,--.. From
"Transportation Field DSSN r TO FSO
.. ý -......... -...f -...... y

C:' irv porta Lion travel Ppr1iLsrIsemnens I vouchers AR 37-103

BfLLiNGS
vCS 111 repo't 4

: Lp . ----- ' I• ----.

I !t f SAMPLE 7Identify ,'th vocl

Line items 10th voucher

to be Key all DSSN'si Review and

Punched--.- Prepare
L .. report

\ PREPARE SPECIAL
KOF INFORMAL PUB PROJECTS

"-j {REPORT

EY PUNCH
CARD (cen Pay)

PCMQ
MC H DCSPER
PROCESS

Listings Alot
Detail Serial

1 ,, Total

Analyze r "-'s
ý ilculate inbers &

oLlars Sa mjled
-J

F.prfepar o
'fype

,844 Report



PRESENT SYST24

1. h.bat are we (USAFAC) doing now for control

A. Disbursements

From DSSN (Field F&AO)
CSCAA ill Reports

To Accounts Offices

From Accounts Off>ices

CSCAA 119-2 Reports
and Cards

VIanual. s un -
mary controI

andd
• u coctjot 61

To DCS••ER Accounting Data
l Convcrsion

Proce~ss

of

119-2 CPU
y~ ID.ail CDC 3300,

Telephonic for obligation

Tc \eotAcut

DCSPER Report Accomt-
rng summari-j
z aticn *

CSCAA 11h
Report

Ditbursement

i ~3 cnopis



PRESENT SYSTEK

B. Obligations

Tel-ephonic to USAFAC 1
Obligations bý.z Project
i.e. 2141, 1413

nt Report by

.-2z 0 tin5

JCare

CPU j

3300

CDC__ cp

To DOSPER

2 3 cO~ies



I
PRESENT SYSTEM

C. Input to Develop Complete CSGAA 114 Report

NFrom Accounts/ From DCSPER" 
3 , ffices

2 Obligation Disbursements3

SOF 216 £oir

Report estricted

cards Projct ent obliga-

ol input & • _
Data con-

I '
CPUI

CMO 33o00!
1 

-

_,.1 

1-2

Distribution Allocations D3ON

1002 Ledger

TO DCSPER



CHIVRT LEGENDS

Q Connector

S"

Manual Operations '

Transmits

Data Card

I - rt
"1ard copy

File 1,

Computer
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I
,: -DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

OFFICIE OF THE ADJUTANT GENERAL

WASHINGTON. 0,C. 20310

AT111TON (Ws

DAAG-A.hAM DAPE..PBB 28 April 1975

Lxpires 31 Dec 1975

SUBJECT! Study: Control of PCS Funds

SEE DISTRIBUTION

I* PURPOSE. A study will, be accomplished by Office of the Deputy
Chief of Staff for Personnel, HODAO assisted by the US Army Finance

and Accounting Center, under the provisions of AR 5-5 to develop a
concept for controlling FCS obligations and expenditures. Results of
this study will be utilized by ODCSPER to assist in establishing a nore
effeptive method of controlling PCS funds. The study category is Man-
power end Personncl.osr

2, REFERENCES:

a, AR 614-6j Permanent Change of Station Policy.

b. AR 37-35, Fiscal Accounting for Permanent Change of Station Moves
chargeable to Appropriation, Military Personnel, Army.

C. AR 37-100-75, the Army Management Structure (AMS).

do AR 310-10 Orders.

e. AR 614-5, Stabilization of Tours.

f. AR 614-30, Oversea Service.

j. AR 614-200, Enlisted Personnel Selection, Training and Assignment
System, Grades El through E9.

h. PCS Travel Report (RCS, DCSPER-118).

i. Army-wide audit of the Financial Management of the NA by thei

Army Audit Agency, dated 6 December 1974 (Audit Repox," EC 75-210).

j. A F'.udy by Manpower Programs Division, ODCSPER entitled FY 75 PCS
Move Savings.

k. Volume I, Joint Travel Regulations.

F-I



II

DAAG-AMM

DAPF-PBB 28 April 1975
SUBJECT: Study: Control of PCS Funds

3. STUDY SPONSOR. The Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel.
Sponsor point of contact for the study is LTC Robert A. McDonald, Budget
Division, Autovon 227-1555 or OX 5-4165,

4. STUDY AGENCY. Directorate of Plans, Programs and Budget, Office of
the Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel, supported by the U.S. Army
Finance and Accounting Center.

5, TERMS OF REFERENCE.

a. Problem. As the Appropriation Manager of the KPA Appropriation,
The Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel (DCSFER) is responsible for
budgeting and controlling the Permanent Change of Station (PCS) obli-
gations and eKpenditures. Liquidation of PCS travel obligations spans a
period of several months depending on the extent of involvement of catEgories
of entitlement. Because of the variables of PCS travel costs, the length
of time needed to complete a PCS travel action, and the delay that occurs
between the time an obligation is generated and disbursement of the funds
for the move is made, care must be exercised in determining the amount of
funds required. DCSPER does not have the capability to match PCS disburse-
ments to related estimated obligations and consequently encounters problems
in accurately determining the status (obligation shortages or excess) of
PCS funds during the fiscal year.

b. Objectives. Provide DCSPER with a concept for an effective system
for controlling PCS obligations and expenditures that, in so far as possible,

J60 W %.t& LU%-U U~r-$ 011 UVCL LCLI I%= tJr -t pIVIIIVII- UIIUJo ....,IaIi..LU•W L wLthutr• ... e iUL LV~UUL= U IIU •.VdiL bl•= '1L =•zmrL
capable of implementation with minimal disruption of the PCS mission.

c. Scope.

(1) Consider all possible factors that influence the obligation and
expenditure of PCS funds to 'nclude prograimning and budgeting, control
of PCS moves, forecasting Pi. roves, rate estimation and fiscal accounting
for PCS moves.

(2) Evaluate the current method of controlling PCS funds.

(3) Develop a concept for an improved method of controlling PCS funds.

d. Limits. This study will not consider ECS policies except those
that affect the control of PCS funds.. However, policies such as stabili-
zation, tour length requirements and dirLribation of military personnel to
meet. operational requirements wiist. be taken into consideration in addrufsinrt
the probleia of controlling PCS moves.
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DAAG-AM•I
DAPE-PBB 28 April 1975
SUBJECT: Study: Control of PCS Funds

e. Time Frame. The study should analyze the current PCS system and

develop concepts for implementation as soon as possible.

f. Assumptions. None.

g. Essential Elements of Analysis (EFA). The study should provide
DCSPER with a concept for an effective accounting system for controlling
PCS funds to include the following:

(1) Provide an accurate record of PCS moves made by MDC.

(U) Provide accurate projecttons'of the number of PCS moves
for a given fiscal year and each monith therein.

(3) Provide accurate cost estimates for individual PCS moves
for use in determining an estimate of funds to be obligated for each

(4) Provide an accurate record of disbursements made in connection
with obligations.

(5) Permit periodic comparisons of estimated obligations to
actual disbursements to:

(a) Identify and "flag" obligations and expenditures which

may exceed obligational authority.

(hl AartAr-in aCCrrrAn-y of

I Monthly estimated obligations.
2 Unliquidated obligation balances.

(c) Determine need for supplemental appropriations or
reprogramming.

(6) Facilitate compilation and analysis of data which will show,
by type PCS travel, the length of time reojired to "process" the PCS
action from date of obligation to date of liquidation of obligation.

6, ENVIRONMENT/THREAT GUIDANCE. Not applicable.

7. SUPPORT AND RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS.

a. DCSPER will provide a chairman for an ad hoc study group and
the administrative support necessary for the study group.

b. MILPERCEN will provide a permanent member to the ad huc study,.
group who is knowleJgeable of the currunt PCS assignment procedures and

methods for controlLiug PCS movs.



DAAC-AMM
DAPE-PBB 28 April 1975
SUBJECT: Study: Control of PCS Funds

c. COA will provide a part-time member for the ad hoc study group
who is knowledgeable in the methods uscd for accounting for PCS expendi-
tures and will serve as the POC for access to inforatLion required from
the Finance and Accounting Center at Fort Benjamin llarrison, Indiana.

d. DCSLOG will provide a part-time member and rOC for the ad hoc
study group who is knowledgeable of the transportation problems associated
with PCS moves.

e. The Commander, US Army Finance and Accounting Center will:

(1) Analyze the methods used at the Finance and Accounting
Center at Fort Banjamin Harrison, Indiana, for accounting for PCS
disbursements..

(2) Analyze the date processing capabilities at the Finance
and Accounting Center to include JUMPS in order to determine, if possible,
how it can be applied to the problem of controlling PCS disbursements.

(3) Develop a concept for accounting for PCS disbursements
that will:

(a) Provide accurate cost estimates for individual PCS
moves i

(b) Permit periodic comparisons of estimated obligations
to actual disbursements. m

(c) Facilitate compilation and analysis of data which
will, show by type of PCS travel, the length of time required to process
the PCS action from date of obligation to date of liquidation of the
obligation. .I

8. ADMINISTRATION.

a. Study Title. Control of PCS Funds.

b. Study Schedule.• Study will be completed NLT 15 July 1975.

BY ORDER OF THlE SECRETARY OF THlE ARMY:

Adjiutant Cencrr• l
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SUBJECT: Study: Control of PCS Funds

DISTRI-UTION:
HQDA (DACA-ZA)
HQDA (DALO-ZA)
HQDA (DAPC-ZA)
HQDA (DAPE-ZA)
COMMANDER

US ARMY FINANCE & ACCOUNTING CENTER
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